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Section 1. Vacancies

1.1 Job creation
● Add job title
● Select Responsible recruiter (Directory “Contacts”)
● Select Candidate Processing Algorithm (Directory “Candidate Processing

Algorithm”).

Candidate processing algorithm - according to the Candidate processing algorithm, the
system will determine which case to run for a particular record.



Candidate status - the value of the Status field will determine the steps of the case (the life
cycle of the candidate).

● In the Vacancy Information tab, fill in the vacancy information (Employment Type,
Vacancy Client, Salary, Opening Date, Division, Position, Full Name of the Position).

● In the Information about the vacancy tab, add areas in which it is possible to search
for candidates, as well as areas, candidates from which we do not consider

● In the Information about the vacancy tab, fill in the Requirements for the candidate
(Job experience, Education, Gender, Age from, Age before, Ready for trips).

● In the Job Information tab, enter the required number of candidates

● Enter information about the Terms of work with the vacancy: Opening date and
Planned closing date. The days left (until the vacancy closes) are automatically
calculated by the system.



● In the Additional tab about the vacancy, fill in the information about Responsibilities,
Expectations from the candidate, We are ready to offer.

● In the Tasks and Relations tab, enter the Counterparty (the company for which we
select candidates) and Contact (the contact person from this company).

1.2 Approval of the vacancy

To agree and approve a vacancy, use the approval functionality.

● To approve a vacancy in the Vacancies card, click on Run process, select Contract
Approval.

● The notification “New approval” pops up



● Select the Approver, specify the Approval objective, check the Delegation allowed
checkbox, if the approver can delegate the process of approving the vacancy.

● The approver is notified of the need to approve the vacancy, and the activity is set.

● In the Vacancies card, in the Approvals tab, all visas for this vacancy are displayed.



1.3 Adding candidates for a vacancy

In the Candidates tab, add candidates for the position for this vacancy.
When adding a new candidate, a new Candidate card opens, which should be filled out.
When adding candidates from the list, the system offers to select a candidate from already
existing entries in the Candidates section.

1.4 Selection of candidates for the vacancy
● To designate a candidate as a potential recruiter, the Short list checkbox and Save

changes should be checked in the Candidate card.



● After that, this candidate goes to the Vacancy in the Candidate short list detail

1.5 Appointment of interviews

● In the Vacancies card, in the Interviews tab, you need to add an interview, fill in the
information: who Conducts the interview, interview Duration, Description

● After creating an interview in the Vacancy, you should open the card of the desired
Candidate and click on the “Schedule An Interview” button



The system will create activity for this candidate.

A notification will pop up asking you to conduct an interview.
● After the interview, in the Activity card, you must set the assessment of the interview.

● In the Vacancies card, in the Tasks and Connections tab, the system automatically
displays the history of Activities for this vacancy

Section 2 Candidates

2.1 Adding (creating) a candidate

● In the Candidates section, click on the “NEW” button



● Fill in information about the candidate:
➔ Full name, surname, first name,
➔ Algorithm of candidate processing (mandatory field)
➔ Responsible recruiter
➔ City
➔ Date of Birth
➔ Full years (the system calculates automatically)
➔ Education
➔ Desired Salary
➔ Candidate Source
➔ Reason for leaving

- Short resume
- Candidate communication



● In the Files and Notes tab, add a link to the candidate's resume or upload the resume
as a file

● Enter data from the candidate's Summary: Employment type , for which position
he/she is applying, Years of job experience, Computer skills, Professional and other
skills, Language skills

2.2 Candidate life cycle (working with a candidate)

Depending on the Algorithm of candidate processing, the Candidate card displays a status
bar and a list of certain stages. At the transition to each stage, the recruiter is given a task.



To set up the sequence and content of steps for a specific Algorithm of candidate
processing, create a new case in the Case Wizard.

Add case launch conditions.



Define case stages, set stage parameters, set activities for each stage of the status bar.

● If the candidate is denied the position (transferred to the Rejection stage), indicate
the reason for the Refusal.



2.3 Create an employee card
If the candidate is hired, create an employee card. To do this, in the employee card, click on
Actions, select Create Contact.

The system will automatically create a Contact and notify you about it.

Fill in the Contact card: pull up the Counterparty, specify the Position.


